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This half term we will be reading : 

Stanley’s stick by John Hegley, The teddy robber 

by Ian Beck and Toys in space by Mini Grey. 

Our topic  will be:  

“Toytown” 

This half term we will be investigating all different types of toys. 

We will be discussing special toys to us, constructions toys,  

moving toys and even toys from the past.  

Maths 

This half term in maths we will be focusing on 

simple adding and taking away to 10 using ob-

jects to help them. We will then look at number 

bonds to 10. We will also be exploring patterns 

and 3D shapes. 

English 
In Literacy the children will be listening to stories about  

toys. They will be using their imaginations to create their 

own toys and writing simple sentences using our rules for 

writing, about what they have designed. The children will 

also have opportunities to retell our class texts  and write 

about them. 

Please help me at home by: 

Reading my school book at least 3 times a week and writing in my reading record. 

When reading with me please focus on supporting  me see the phase 3 digraphs and trigraphs in the 

words so I can continually practice my phonics. 

Personal , social, emotional, development 

We will continue to encourage children to form positive 

relationships with their peers and the adults in school and 

to build their confidence when trying new activities and 

talking about their ideas in a familiar group. 

Phonics 

In phonics this half term we will be focusing on 

the phase 3 digraphs, trigraphs and tricky words 

which the children have learnt previously. The 

children will gain confidence in recognising the 

sounds and will be given lots of practice reading 

words with the phase 3 sounds in. Phonics for 

writing will also become a large focus and the 

children will be using the sounds they have 

learnt to write words, captions and sentences.  

Physical development 

Pencil control and letter formation is something which 

we will be continuing to focus on. We will also be  

looking at  negotiating space  during racing and chasing 

games, adjusting speed and changing direction to help 

make us more spatially aware.  

Expressive arts and Design 

Through our topic ‘Toytown’ we will be using our imagination to design and make 

our own toys and then using these toys to make our own stories up and use in our 

role play around the classroom. 

Dates for the Diary:  

Stay and play:- RM– Wednesday 29th January @9am 

                            RWM– Thursday 30th January @9am 


